
 

Located in the Eau d'Heure lakes, Lock’n Spin offers a choice of 2

escape rooms, for teams from 2 to 5 players. Will you succeed to

solve the riddles and challenges in time? You have 60 minutes!

Imagine you are back in the 80ies, right when the dam was

built. Water will soon fill the lake behind it...

Quick, you have 60 minutes to save a house from being

submerged...
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The house under the dam

Xtreme room



Your friends and you have been called by the government who

want to test your capacity to become a secret agent. Up to you

ro find a proof hidden in an enclosed room. 

Quick, you have 60 minutes before the oxygen runs out...

 

Spin, a leisure centre dedicated to water sports and its Aqua

Bubble Boom.

Studio Sleep'n Spin (for 2 to 4 persons)

The Eau d'Heure lakes water park

Natura Parc, a tree top adventure  

Jet-ski on the Eau d'Heure lake

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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